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The future of
DC investing
Aon’s latest DC survey
finds the future lies in
being made to measure
for members

T

positive or negative experience.
For example, a traditional
glidepath could have sold equities
in February 2009 (or more
recently in December 2018) – just
before the market bounce back
– simply because the DC saver
became a little older.
If only there was an
investment strategy that allowed
us, on behalf of DC savers, to
‘bank’ accumulated returns while
continuing to participate in market
growth when required...
Aon is bringing to market an
innovative new investment approach that
targets a sustainable level of retirement
savings by using risk-rated ‘building
blocks’. As a first step, we will be using
this approach to create a strategy based
on understanding different cohorts of
members’ needs and combining these
to determine an overall glidepath within
Aon’s target date funds. Watch this space!
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If only there was an investment strategy that allowed us, on behalf of DC savers, to 'bank'
accumulated returns while continuing to participate in market growth when required?!
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Aon is bringing to market an innovative new investment approach that targets a sustainable level of
retirement savings by using risk-rated 'building blocks'. As a first step, we will be using this approach
to create a strategy based on understanding different cohorts of members’ needs and combining
these to determine
an overall glidepath within Aon’s target date funds. Watch this space!
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